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Do tomatoes grow best when bathed
in LED light from above, beside, or
some combination? Plant scientist
Henk Kalkman is seeking the answer
at the Defphy Improvement Centre
in Bleiswijk. Collaboration between
academics and entrepreneurs is
a key driver of Dutch innovation.

,
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By Frank Viviano Photographs by Luca Locatelli
n a potato field near the Nether
lands' border with Belgium, Dutch
farmer Jacob van den Borne is seat
ed in the cabin of an immense har
vester before an instrument panel
worthy of the starship Enterprise.
From his perch 10 feet above
the ground, he's monitoring two
drones-a driverless tractor roam
ing the fields and a quadcopter in the air-that
provide detailed readings on soil chemistry, wa
ter content, nutrients, and growth, measuring
the progress of every plant down to the individu
al potato. Van den Borne's production numbers
testify to the power of this "precision farming," as
it's known. The global average yield of potatoes
p�r acre is about nine tons. Van den Borne's fields
reliably produce more than 20.
That copious output is made all the more
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remarkable by the other side of the balance sheet:
inputs. Almost two decades ago, the Dutch made
a national commitment to sustainable agricul
ture under the rallying cry "Twice as much food
using half as many resources." Since 2000, van
den Borne and many of his fellow farmers have
reduced dependence on water for key crops by as
much as 90 percent. They've almost complete
ly eliminated the use of chemical pesticides on
plants in greenhouses, and since 2009 Dutch
poultry and livestock producers have cut their
use of antibiotics by as much as 60 percent.
One more reason to marvel: The Netherlands
is a small, densely populated country, with more
than 1,300 inhabitants per square mile. It's be
reft of almost every resource long thought to be
necessary for large-scale agriculture. Yet it's the
globe's number two exporter of food as measured
by value, second only to the United States, which

has 270 times its landmass. How on Earth have
the Dutch done it?
Seen from the air, the Netherlands resembles
no other major food producer-a fragmented
patchwork of intensely cultivated fields, most of
them tiny by agribusiness standards, punctuated
by bustling cities and suburbs. In the country's
principal farming regions, there's almost no po
tato patch, no greenhouse, no hog barn that's out
of sight of skyscrapers, manufacturing plants, or
urban sprawl. More than half the nation's land
area is used for agriculture and horticulture.
Banks of what appear to be gargantuan mir
rors stretch across the countryside, glinting
when the sun shines and glowing with eerie in
terior light when night falls. They are Holland's
extraordinary greenhouse complexes, some of
them covering 175 acres.
These climate-controlled farms enable a

country located a scant thousand miles from
the Arctic Circle to be a global leader in exports
of a fair-weather fruit: the tomato. The Dutch
are also the world's top exporter of potatoes and
onions and the second largest exporter of vege
tables overall in terms of value. More than a third
of all global trade in vegetable seeds originates
in the Netherlands.
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THE BRAIN TRUST behind these astounding
numbers is centered at Wageningen University
& Research (WUR), located so miles southeast
of Amsterdam. Widely regarded as the world's
top agricultural research institution, WUR is
the nodal point of Food Valley, an expansive
cluster of agricultural technology start-ups and
experimental farms. The name is a deliber
ate allusion to California's Silicon Valley, with
Wageningen emulating the role of Stanford
'university in its celebrated merger of academia
and entrepreneurship.
Ernst van den Ende, managing director of
WUR's Plant Sciences Group, embodies Food
Valley's blended approach. A renowned scholar
with the casual manner of a barista at a hip cafe,
van den Ende is a world authority on plant pa
thology. But, he says, "I'm not simply a college
dean. Half of me runs Plant Sciences, but the
other half oversees nine separate business units
involved in commercial contract research." Only
that mix, "the science-driven in tandem with
the market-driven," he maintains, "can meet the
challenge that lies ahead."
The challenge? Put in bluntly apocalyptic
terms, he says, the planet must produce "more
food in the next four decades than all farmers in
history have harvested over the past 8,000 years."
That's because by 2050, the Earth will be home
to as many as 10 billion people, up from today's 7,5
billion. If massive increases in agricultural yield
are not achieved, matched by massive decreases
in the use of water and fossil fuels, a billion or
more people may face starvation. Hunger could
be the 21st century's most urgent problem, and
the visionaries working in Food Valley believe
they have found innovative solutions. The where
withal to stave off catastrophic famine is within
FEEDING THE WORLD
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Tomato production

Number 22 globally

992,080 tons

reach, van den Ende insists. His optimism rests
on feedback from more than a thousand WUR
projects in more than 140 countries and on its
formal pacts with governments and universities
on six continents to share advances and imple
ment them.
A conversation with van den Ende is a white
knuckle ride on a torrent of brainstorms, statis
tics, and predictions. African drought? "Water
isn't the fundamental problem. It's poor soil," he
says. "The absence of nutrients can be offset by
cultivating plants that act in symbiosis with cer
tain bacteria to produce their own fertilizer." The
soaring cost of grain to feed animals? "Feed them
grasshoppers instead," he says. One hectare of
land yields one metric ton of soy protein, a com
mon livestock feed, a year. The same amount of
land can produce 150 tons of insect protein.
The conversation rushes on to the use of LED
lighting to permit 24-hour cultivation in precisely
climate-controlled greenhouses. It then detours
to a misconception that sustainable agriculture
-means minimal human intervention in nature.
"Look at the island of Bali!" he exclaims. For
at least a thousand years, its farmers have raised
ducks and fish within the same flooded paddies
where rice is cultivated. It's an entirely self
contained food system, irrigated by intricate ca
nal systems along mountain terraces sculpted by
human hands.
"There's your model of sustainability," van den
Ende says.
AT EVERY TURN in the Netherlands, the future
of sustainable agriculture is taking shape-not in
the boardrooms of big corporations but on thou
sands of modest family farms. You see it vivid
ly in the terrestrial paradise of Ted Duijvestijn
and his brothers Peter, Ronald, and Remco. Like
the Balinese, the Duijvestijns have constructed
a self-contained food system in which a near
perfect balance prevails between human ingenu
ity and nature's potential.
At the Duijvestijns' 36-acre greenhouse com
plex near the old city of Delft, visitors stroll
among ranks of deep green tomato vines, 20 feet
tall. Rooted not in soil but in fibers spun from
94
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Punching
above its weight
The tiny Netherlands has become an
agricultural powerhouse - the second
largest global exporter of food by
dollar value after the U.S. - with only
a fraction of the land available to other
countries. How has it achieved this?
By using the world's most efficient
agricultural technologies.

Harvesting
impressive yields

Over the past three
decades, the Dutch tomato
industry has become
the world leader in yield,
producing more tomatoes
per square mile than
anywhere else in the world.

The Netherlands enjoys
high yields in multiple
staple crops in addition
to tomatoes.
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Top 25 producers by yield, 2014 in tons per square mile
Netherlands
No.1

No.1

80,890

210,065

Chilies and
green peppers

Cucumbers

No.2

No.5

11,582

17,144

Pears

Carrots

No.6

No.6

13,036

13,037

Potatoes

Onions

Top 25 tomato producers, 2014

ranked by yield

Yield

No. 1 globally

144,352 tons
per square mile

l

The U.S. ranks
third in both
/ tomato produc
tion and yield�

China uses more land to
farm tomatoes than any
other country, making it the
world leader in production
despite average yields.per
square mile.

Nigeria has the third
largest area harvested
for tomatoes, but the
lowest yield among
the top 25 producers.
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f______

Area harvested
for tomatoes

No. 95 globally-•

6.9 square miles
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Netherlands

Spain

square
miles

Algeria

Mexico

Russia
Uzbekistan

Tunisia

Growing
under glass

Cameroon
Indonesia

Doing more
with less

1mile

Dutch horticulture relies
heavily on greenhouses,
allowing farmers to closely
control growing conditions
and use fewer resources
like water and fertilizer.

Utilizing innovations on a
large scale, like hydroponic
farming- growing plants
without soil in nutrient-rich
solutions- reduces runoff,
saving both water and money.

Total water footprint of tomato production

Gallons per pound, 2010

Chan ge from 2003-2014
Vegetable
production
Energy used'
Pesticides
Fertilizer

•28%

l' 6%
l' 9%

l'29%

'Latest available data (2012)

Greenhouses in
Netherlands

36

square miles

Area of
Manhattan

23

square miles

1.1

15.2

Netherlands

U.S.

25.6

Global average

34.0

China

JASON TREAT. NGM STAFF; KELSEY NOWAKOWSKI. SOURCES, FAOSTAT; ARJEN HOEKSTRA. UNIVERSITY OF TWENTE; STATISTICS NETHERLANDS (CBS)

basalt and chalk, the plants are heavy with toma
toes-is varieties in all-to suit the taste of the
most demanding palate. In 2015 an international
jury of horticultural experts named the Duijves
tijns the world's most innovative tomato growers.
Since relocating and restructuring their
70-year-old farm in 2004, the Duijvestijns have
declared resource independence on every front.
The farm produces almost all of its own energy
and fertilizer and even some of the packaging
materials necessary for the crop's distribution
and sale. The growing environment is kept at op
timal temperatures year-round by heat generat
ed from geothermal aquifers that simmer under
at least half of the Netherlands.
The only irrigation source is rainwater, says
Ted, who manages the cultivation program. Each
kilogram of tomatoes from his fiber-rooted plants
requires less than four gallons of water, com
pared with 16 gallons for plants in open fields.
Once each year the entire crop is regrown from
seeds, and the old vines are processed to make
. packaging crates. The few pests that manage to
enter the Duijvestijn greenhouses are greeted by
a ravenous army of defenders such as the fierce
Phytoseiulus persimilis, a predatory mite that
shows no interest in tomatoes but gorges itself
on hundreds of destructive spider mites.
A few days before I visited the Duijvestijns' op
eration, Ted had attended a meeting of farmers
and researchers at Wageningen. "This is how we
come up with innovative ways to move ahead,
to keep improving," he told me. "People from
all over Holland get together to discuss different
perspectives and common goals. No one knows
all the answers on their own."
to a life-or-death
question gave rise to one of the Netherlands'
most innovative companies. Half a century ago,
Jan Koppert was growing cucumbers on his
land and using toxic chemical sprays to fend
off pests. When a physician declared him al
lergic to pesticides, Koppert set out to learn all
he could about the natural enemies of insects
and arachnids.
Today Koppert Biological Systems is the global
THE SEARCH FOR ANSWERS
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Tomato grower Jasper Oussoren
checks a generator that converts
natural gas into electricity for-lighting.
By-products - heat and CO2 - are
captured and used to warm green
houses and boost plant growth.

.

pacesetter in biological pest and disease control,
with 1,330 employees and 26 international sub
sidiaries marketing its products in 96 countries.
Koppert's firm can provide you with cotton bags
of ladybug larvae that mature into voracious
consumers of aphids. Or how about a bottle con
taining 2,000 of those predatory mites that hunt
down spider mites on plants and suck them dry?
Or a box of 500 million nematodes that mount
deadly assaults on fly larvae that prey on com
mercial mushrooms?
Koppert's legions make love as well as war, in
the guise of enthusiastic bumblebees. No form
of artificial pollination matches the efficiency
of bees buzzing from flower to flower, gather
ing nectar to nourish their queen and helping
to fertilize the ovaries of plants along the way.
Each Koppert hive accounts for daily visits to
half a million flowers. Farmers using the bees

typically report 20 to 30 percent increases in
yields and fruit weight, for less than half the cost
of artificial pollination.

agricultural
technology more cutting-edge than in the em
bryonic organism in which most food is literally
rooted: seeds. And nowhere are the controver
sies that surround the future of agriculture more
heated. Chief among them is the development of
genetically modified organisms to produce larg
er and more pest-resistant crops. To their critics,
GMOs conjure up a Frankenstein scenario,
fraught with uncertainty about the consequenc
es of radical experimentation with living entities.
Dutch firms are among the world leaders in
the seed business, with close to $1.7 billion worth
of exports in 2016. Yet they market no GMO
products. A new seed variety in Europe's heavily
NOWHERE IS THE NETHERLANDS'

regulated GMO arena can cost a hundred million
dollars and require 12 to 14 years of research and
development, according to KeyGene's Arjen van
Tunen. By contrast, the latest achievements in
the venerable science of molecular breeding
which introduces no foreign genes-can deliver
remarkable gains in five to 10 years, with develop
ment costs as low as $100,000 and seldom more
than a million dollars. It is a direct descendant
of methods employed by farmers in the Fertile
Crescent 10,000 years ago.
The sales catalog ofRijk Zwaan, another Dutch
breeder, offers high-yield seeds in more than 25
broad groups of vegetables, many that defend
themselves naturally against major pests. Heleen
Bos is responsible for the company's organic ac
counts and international development projects.
She might be expected to dwell on the fact that a
single high-tech Rijk Zwaan greenhouse tomato
FEEDING THE WORLD
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A farm atop a former factory in The
and curriculum that transformed the institution
Hague produces vegetables and fish
into what he calls "a university for the world, and
in a self-sustaining loop: Fish waste
not simply for the Dutch." Today a hefty share of
fertilizes plants, which filter the water
the academic and research activities at WUR are
for the fish. Local restaurants proudly
focused on problems facing poor nations.
offer the veggies and "city swimmers."
Some 45 percent of its graduate students
including nearly two-thirds of all Ph.D. candi
dates-are recruited abroad, representing more
than a hundred nations. Asians, led by Chinese
and Indonesians, outnumber almost all non
Dutch Europeans combined. WUR alumni are
found in the highest echelons of agricultural
ministries across Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
In a campus cafeteria, I sit down with three of
WUR's most promising students, a description
that, not long ago, would have meant male and
Dutch born. All three are young women, hailing
from Uganda, Nepal, and Indonesia.
"I met a Wageningen alumna when I was an
undergrad in Uganda," Leah Nandudu tells me
when I ask how she wound up here. "She was an
expert on phenotyping," the advanced studies
. that paint a detailed portrait of a plant's traits
and potential. "It inspired me to discover that an
African could do these things. She was the future;
she was where we need to go."
The meeting eventually led Nandudu to a
WUR scholarship. Her father farms three acres,
split between coffee and bananas. Her mother mistrustful of ideas that come from abroad," she
teaches English in a primary school and helps in says, as Shrestha and Nandudu nod in agree
the field. "We have all the problems farmers face ment. "Farmers are so used to having marginal
everywhere today, only much worse, especially lives and incomes," she adds, "that they have a
due to the consequences of climate change."
hard time believing things could be different."
Pragya Shrestha was raised in the Nepali coun
In 1944-45 a lethal famine struck the island
tryside, some parts of which have been wracked of Java, where Bandung is located, killing some
by years of reliance on pesticides and fertilizers. 2,4 million people. Devastating regional crop
Sounder, sustainable methods have made few failures have haunted Indonesia as recently as
inroads so far.
2005. Food supplies ·periodically run out in ru
"It's a political problem," she says. New culti ral Nepal because of drought and high prices on
vation methods can't be implemented because of essential imports. In 2011 a famine in the Horn
a shortage of public funding. "It's also a popula of Africa affected 13 million people, and in 2017
tion problem, the fragmentation of the land into 1.6 million Ugandans face starvation without
smaller and smaller parcels, suitable only for the rapid assistance from abroad. All these events
use of inefficient human labor and generating were unimaginable at the time, yet they pale in
very little income."
comparison to what could lie ahead. The num
Renna Eliana Warjoto is from Bandung, ber of people menaced by famine in just three
the third largest city in Indonesia. "People are African nations and across the Red Sea in Yemen
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exceeds 20 million today and is rising inexorably,
according to the United Nations. "We are facing
the largest humanitarian crisis since the creation
of the UN," the organization's emergency relief
coordinator, Stephen O'Brien, warned in March.
"Our most difficult task is changing the per
ceptions of our own people-about the crisis we
confront and what we must do to address it,"
Nandudu says. "That's my job when I go home.
We cannot turn our faces away from reality."
south of Wageningen, in a
family-owned bean field in Africa's Eastern Rift
Valley, a team from SoilCares, a Dutch agricul
tural technology firm, explains the functions of a
small handheld device. In conjunction with a cell
phone app, the device analyzes the soil's pH, or
ganic matter, and other properties, then uploads
the results to a database in the Netherlands and
SOME 4,000 MILES

returns a detailed report on optimal fertilizer use
and nutrient needs-all in less than 10 minutes.
At a cost of a few dollars, the report provides in
put that can help reduce crop losses by enormous
margins to farmers who have never had access to
soil sampling of any kind.
Less than 5 percent of the world's estimated
570 million farms have access to a soil lab. That's
the kind of number the Dutch see as a challenge.
"What does our work mean for develop
ing countries? That question is always raised
here," says Martin Scholten, who directs WUR's
Animal Sciences Group. "It's part of every
conversation." D
Frank Viviano, a foreign correspondent based in Italy,
has covered stories in Europe, Asia, Latin America,
and Africa. Luca Locatelli specializes in photographing
interactions between people and technology.
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